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RR KASSANDRA Linen Blouse Women

Art.-No.  1004577 XS - XXL
Fabric  70% Cotton 30% Linen

Features  The new modern blouse has a cooling effect on 
the skin due to the cotton-linen. Short sleeved in a 
comfort kimono pattern. With a small button placket 
at center front and collar. Tunic optic with slits at side 
seam for comfort wearing. Discreet embroidery at left 
chest underline the casual look perfectly.

Colours  white   rose 

ELIZA Stripe Linen Blouse Women

Art.-No.  1004578 XS - XXL
Fabric  70% cotton 30% linen

Features  Modern slim fit striped blouse in light linen cotton qua-
lity. Collar stand in contrast and short sleeve with slits. 
Contrast small embroidery at chest pocket. Also logo 
embroidery and small pleat at backside yoke. darts at 
font and backside for perfect slim fit.

Colours  white/lt.blue 
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FINJA Stripe Blouse Women

Art.-No.  1004450 XS - XXL
Fabric  70% cotton, 30% linen

Features  Modern slim fit striped blouse in light linen cotton 
quality. Collar stand and cuff in contrasting color way. 
Contrast stitching at chest pocket. Striped optic at 
pockets. Contrast patch at side hem. Contrast button 
yarn at sleeves. Roll-up sleeves.

Colours  white/pale rose   white/navy 

ALESSIA Noniron Short Sleeve Women

Art.-No.  1004579 XS - XXL
Fabric  100% Cotton

Features  Modern Noniron slim fit blouse in light oxford fabric. 
Collar and collar stand and short sleeve with slits. 
Matching small embroidery at placket hem. Also darts 
at font and back for best fitting and body shaping. 
Small side boat logo at side seam.

Colours  white 
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OXFORD NONIRON Shirt Men

Art.-No.  1003899 XS - XXXL
Fabric  100% cotton

Features  Classic oxford noniron shirt in slim fit with shark collar 
and contrast anker print collar stand. Also contrast 
print at inside sleeve cuff. Contrast button yarn.

Colours  white   lt.blue 

RR PIERRE Linen Shirt Men

Art.-No.  1004580 S - XXXL
Fabric  70% cotton, 30% linen

Features  Modern fit shirt in cotton-linen quality for cool wearing. 
RÈgates Royales Collection. Collar stand and cuff in 
contrasting color way, contrasting RÈgates Royales 
embroidery at left chest, embroidery at center back 
yoke. Contrasting button yarn at sleeves. Contrast 
fabric at inside sleeve cuff. Contrast piping inside 
neckline. Contrast button yarns.

Colours  white 
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ROY T Shirt Men

Art.-No.  1004581 S - XXXL
Fabric  95% Organic Cotton, 5% elastane

Features  T-shirt in light and soft summer premium organic 
cotton fabric, single jersey, decorative Marinepool print 
at front and backside part, cosy, regular fit, special 
contrasting ribbon tape inside neckline.

Colours  white   navy 

VINCE T Shirt Men

Art.-No.  1004456 S - XXXL
Fabric  95% organic cotton, 5% elastane

Features  T-shirt in light and soft summer premium organic cot-
ton fabric, single jersey, decorative print at front and 
backside part, cosy, regular fit, special contrasting 
ribbon tape inside neckline.

Colours  white   yellow   navy   lt.blue 
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INDILA Stripe T Shirt Women

Art.-No.  1004583 XS - XXL
Fabric  95% cotton, 5% elastane

Features  Modern maritime casual oversized stripe T-Shirt with 
embroidery at left chest in organic high quality single 
jersey cotton fabric. Classic comfort wearing.

Colours  white/navy 

ALIZEE LS Stripe Shirt Women

Art.-No.  1004584 XS - XXL
Fabric  95% cotton, 5% elastane

Features  Classic maritime striped long sleeve shirt must-have 
in every summer collection. The organics high-quality 
cotton-elastane quality is for comfort wearing. Decora-
tive print at chest.

Colours  white/navy 

VIVIENNEAlizee LS Stripe Shirt Women

Art.-No.  1004584 XS - XXL
Fabric  95% cotton, 5% elastane

Features  Classic maritime striped long sleeve shirt must-have 
in every summer collection. The organics high-quality 
cotton-elastane quality is for comfort wearing. Decora-
tive print at chest.

Colours  white/navy 

Spirit of the 
Ocean

made with organic cotton | made with organic

made with organic cotton | made with organic

Voulez-vous de la mer?
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RR DAMIN Stripe T Shirt Men

Art.-No.  1004582 S - XXXL
Fabric  95% organic cotton, 5% elastane

Features  Classic maritime stripe T-Shirt for RÈgates Royales 
collection by Marinepool. Due to the soft, organic 
high-quality cotton blend, the T-shirt is very comfort-
able to wear and ideal for summer. The modern-fit cut 
also ensures the highest wearing comfort and can 
be perfectly combined with shorts and jeans. The 
exclusive RÈgates Royales labeling on the chest gives 
this T-shirt that certain something.

Colours  white/navy 

made with organic cotton | made with organic

Spirit of the ocean
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CREW PREMIUM POLO Women

Art.-No.  1004587 XS - XXL
Fabric  95% cotton, 5% elastane

Features  Perfect for every crew! The new Marinepool Crew Pre-
mium Polo for women convinces through its classic 
and plain design. The fine pima cotton piquÈ quality 
fights warm temperatures and is responsible for a high 
wearing comfort. Matching Marinepool print at left 
sleeve for understatement. Ideally fitted for every team 
and crew wear.

Colours  white   navy   black 
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CREW PREMIUM COTTON POLO Men

Art.-No.  1004586 S - XXXL
Fabric  95% cotton, 5% elastane

Features  Perfect for every crew! The new Marinepool Crew 
Premium Polo for men convinces through its classic 
and plain design. The fine pima cotton piquÈ quality 
fights warm temperatures and is responsible for a high 
wearing comfort. Matching Marinepool print at left 
sleeve for understatement. Ideally fitted for every team 
and crew wear.

Colours  white   navy   black 

STEFAN PREMIUM Polo Men

Art.-No.  1004462 S - XXXL
Fabric  95% cotton, 5% elastane

Features  Modern regular fit poloshirt in premium Pima cotton 
pique quality with contrasting collar, embroidery at 
chest and backside part, small slits at side seam, 
contrasting jacquard stipes at collar and sleeve, hem 
with Marinepool lettering.

Colours  white   navy   blue pacifique   grey melange 
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LIA Reversible Vest Women

Art.-No.  1004491 XS - XXL
Fabric  outshell: 100% polyester  filling: 100% polyester

Features  Very light reversible padded vest, quilted, recycled 
eco filling by PrimaLoftÆ. Premium PrimaLoftÆ filling 
provides excellent insulation and warmth, ripstop 
fabric with special technology, tearproof, front zipper, 
zipper pockets, stand-up collar, one side with 
Marinepool logo printing, other side sportive padded 
design with Marinepool lettering on left chest and 
collar backside, back side seam for slim silhouette, 
compact size, comes with a small bag for easy and 
space-saving transportation.

Colours  navy/lt.blue   black/grey 

ANGELINA Blazer Women

Art.-No.  1004231 XS - XXL
Fabric  60% polyester, 40% viscose, Lining 1 95% polyester, 

5% spandex, Stripe Lining 94% cotton, 6% spandex

Features  Classic feminine slim fit blazer with pockets at front 
and slits with anker buttons at sleeve back side, inside 
with elastic stripe lining and rip tape in contrast, small 
side boat logo at left side seam.

Colours  navy 
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LINO Reversible Vest Men

Art.-No.  1004490 S - XXXL
Fabric  outshell: 100% polyester  filling: 100% polyester

Features  Very light reversible padded vest, quilted, recycled 
eco filling by PrimaLoftÆ. Premium PrimaLoftÆ filling 
provides excellent insulation and warmth, ripstop 
fabric with special technology, tearproof, front zipper, 
zipper pockets, stand-up collar, one side with 
Marinepool logo printing, other side sportive padded 
design with Marinepool lettering on left chest and 
collar backside, back side seam for slim silhouette, 
compact size, comes with a small bag for easy and 
space-saving transportation.

Colours  navy/lt.blue   black/grey 

NANO Vest Men

Art.-No.  1004588 S - XXXL
Fabric  67% polyester, 25% rayon, 8% elastane

Features  Modern slim fit tec sweat vest, decorative print at left 
pocket, front zipper with reflective zipper hanger, side 
pockets with zipper, super soft windbreaker in special 
tec sweat fabric, anti-pilling.

Colours  navy 
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RR ANNABELLE Polo Women

Art.-No.  1004457 XS - XXL
Fabric  95% cotton, 5% elastane

Features  Modern slim fit polo shirt in pique quality with contras-
ting collar, embroidery at chest and backside part, 
RÈgates Royales logo patch at sleeve, small slits at 
side seam, contrasting stipes in the classic RÈgates 
Royales colors at collar and sleeve hem.

Colours  white   yellow   navy   lt.blue 

EMILIA Jacket Women

Art.-No.  1004574 XS - XXL
Fabric  100% cotton

Features  Maritime soft knit jacket in double face fabric inside 
with stripe optic. piping around with elastic tape. 
casual optic and small pockets at waist position.

Colours  navy 

HERA Stripe Pullover Women

Art.-No.  1004573 XS - XXL
Fabric  80% viscose, 20% polyamide

Features  Modern maritime stripe sweater with anker logo at 
chest. Soft and casual quality. A must have for every 
maritime collection.

Colours  navy/white 
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RR ANDRE Polo Men

Art.-No.  1004461 S - XXXL
Fabric  95% cotton, 5% elastane

Features  Modern regular fit polo shirt in piquÈ quality with con-
trasting collar, embroidery at chest and backside part, 
RÈgates Royales badge at sleeve, small slits at side 
seam, contrasting stripes at collar and sleeve, hem in 
original RÈgates Royales colors.

Colours  white   yellow   navy   lt.blue 

RR CLUB Pullover Men

Art.-No.  1004570 S - XXXL
Fabric  100 % cotton

Features  Classic maritime RR club sweater with RÈgates 
Royales embroidery on the left chest. Contrast V-neck 
collar. Cable stitch knit. A must have for every club.

Colours  navy 

CAPTAIN KNIT SWEATER Men

Art.-No.  1004571 S - XXXL
Fabric  60% cotton, 40% polyester

Features  Classic maritime sweater with round neckline and 
shoulder flaps, left chest pocket with pen holder, 
sleeve protection made of patch ware.

Colours  navy 

CAPTAIN JACKET Knit Sweater Men

Art.-No.  1004572 S - XXXL
Fabric  60% cotton, 40% polyester, lining: 100% polyester

Features  Classic maritime sweater jacket with windproof lining 
and shoulder flaps, left chest pocket with pen holder, 
sleeve protection made of patch ware. Also zipper at 
center front.

Colours  navy 
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CREW TEC CAPRI Trousers Women

Art.-No.  1004605 XS - XXL
Fabric  90% polyamide, 10% elastane

Features  Brand new capri trousers in comfort 2-way technical 
stretch fabric offers the highest level of comfort and 
freedom of movement. Waistband with elastic band 
at backside for comfort fitting at waist. Easy entry 
pockets at waist and backside part. Small marine pool 
reflected logo above right backside pocket and at 
center front waistband.

Colours  navy 

MP TEC Cap

Art.-No.  1004602 one size - one size
Fabric  100% Polyester

Features  New MP Tec Cap with adjucer at backside and MP 
label at front.

Colours  black 
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TEC AIR JACKET Sweater Men

Art.-No.  1004576 S - XXXL
Fabric  80% viscose, 20% polyamide

Features  Modern technical cardigan with jacquard pattern for 
better fit and comfort wearing. Technical logo on the 
sleeve and zip pockets. Center front with zip.

Colours  navy 

TEC AIR Sweater Men

Art.-No.  1004575 XS - XXXL
Fabric  80% viscose, 20% polyamide

Features  Modern technical sweater round neck with jacquard 
pattern for better fit and comfort wearing. Technical 
logo on the sleeve.

Colours  navy 

CARGO Tec Bermudas Men

Art.-No.  1004606 XS - XXXL
Fabric  90% polyamide, 10% elastane

Features  Perfect classic sailing cargo bermudas by Marinepool. 
Whether for sailing or work wear - functional, light-
weight bermudas are always required. The bermudas 
have a comfortable cut with various modern elements, 
such as the two cargo leg pocket with zip at left po-
cket. The 2-way stretch fabric offers the highest level 
of comfort and freedom of movement. Also pockets 
at backside part with logo print above. Bar tags in 
contrast yarn and button stitching gives a modern and 
sporty look.

Colours  navy 
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NANO Jacket Women

Art.-No.  1004592 XS - XXL
Fabric  75% polyester, 17% rayon, 2% elastane

Features  This jacket impresses with its modern, sophisticated 
cut, ultra-soft fabric and function. The sweater jacket 
has a tone-on-tone zip and cozy side pockets and 
stand up collar. The soft sweat fabric is ideal for 
cozy days on the sofa or as a comfy training jacket - 
perfect for a sportive look. Reflective details underline 
the sportive character of the jacket. Special anti-pilling 
treatment keeps this favorite piece looking like new for 
a long time.

Colours  navy   grey melange 
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NANO Jacket Men

Art.-No.  1004591 S - XXXL
Fabric  75% polyester, 17% rayon, 2% elastane

Features  This jacket impresses with its modern, sophisticated 
cut, ultra-soft fabric and function. The sweater jacket 
has a tone-on-tone zip and cozy side pockets and 
stand up collar. The soft sweat fabric is ideal for 
cozy days on the sofa or as a comfy training jacket - 
perfect for a sportive look. Reflective details underline 
the sportive character of the jacket. Special anti-pilling 
treatment keeps this favorite piece looking like new for 
a long time.

Colours  navy   grey melange 

LAGO SWEATER HOODIE Jacket Men

Art.-No.  1004595 S - XXXL
Fabric  90% cotton, 10% polyester, 100% lining

Features  Comfortable, durable and lightweight hooded sweater 
jacket  with decorative embroidery at left chest, ribbed 
cuffs and hem, cosy pockets pocket, Marinepool logo 
inside. Adjustable hood. New anti pilling sweat wear.

Colours  navy 

LAGO SWEATER PANTS Men

Art.-No.  1004597 XXXS - XXXL
Fabric  90% cotton, 10% polyester, 100% lining

Features  Comfortable, durable and lightweight sweater pant. 
Contrast stipe ribbed cuff at waist band. Cosy 
pockets pockets at front and back. Adjustable waist. 
Small Marinepool embroidery under left front pocket. 
New anti pilling sweat wear.

Colours  navy 
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LAGO SWEATER Hoodie Men

Art.-No.  1004596 S - XXXL
Fabric  90% cotton, 10% polyester

Features  Comfortable, durable and lightweight hooded sweater 
with decorative embroidery at left chest, ribbed cuffs 
and hem, cosy kangaroo pockets pocket, Marinepool 
logo inside. Adjustable hood. New anti pilling sweat 
wear.

Colours  navy 
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MP PERFORMANCES PARKA Men

Art.-No.  1004590 S - XXXL
Fabric  100% polyester, membrane: 100% other, lining: 100% 

polyester

Features  The MP Performances Parka is a perfect partner for 
bad weather and any outdoor activity. Innovative, soft 
and light 2-layer fabric with mechanical stretch and 
HPU membrane offers high waterproofness and bre-
athability. The fabric is also with DWR finish and fully 
taped. High collar with cosy fleece. Fully adjustable, 
hood inside collar. Breathable mesh lining. One chest 
zipper pocket and two waist pockets. Water resistant 
zippers at front and pockets. Small pocket at sleeve. 
Narrow reflected stripes at chest and back side part. 
Very comfortable to wear. The 2-in-1 inzip option 
makes this jacket an all season jacket.

Colours  navy   black 

MP TEC PADDED Jacket Men

Art.-No.  1004599 S - XXXL
Fabric  90% nylon, 10% elastane, lining 1: 91% nylon, 9% 

elastane, lining 2: 100% polyester, filling 100% poly-
ester

Features  New innovation light soft padded waterproof jacket 
with hood inside collar. reflected stripe tapes at font 
pockets and back side part. reflected Marinepool print 
at left pocket and backside collar. 2-layer outshell 
stetched fabric. This soft padded jacket is perfect for 
a mid-layer jacket under a Sailing jacket like Fortuna or 
even as normal wearing jacket whenever the weat-
her is getting worser. It‘s a multifunctional all season 
jacket.

Colours  black   grey 
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MP LUGANO SAILING JACKET Men

Art.-No.  1004600 XXS - XXXL
Fabric  outshell: 100% polyamide, coating: 100% polyure-

than, lining: polyester

Features  New classic maritime rainwear Jacket 2-layer fabric 
with PU coating and taped seams. The jacket offers 
waterproofness and breathability for all conditions. 
Collar with fleece lining and adjustable hood inside. 
Two big pockets at waist with reflected print at pocket 
flap and fleece lined hand warmer pockets. Also zip-
per pocket with reflected print around at left chest. ref-
lected marine pool print at right chest. Cuffs with extra 
adjustable straps. Safety features: High visibility neon 
colour hood inside collar, 3MTM reflexted patches at 
shoulder, hood, backside part and center front. Mesh 
and tafetta lining and inside pocket. Adjustable hem. 
Maritime contrast stripes outside in the classic Marine-
pool optic. This rainwear is perfect for lake sailing and 
whenever the weather gets worse.

Colours  navy 

MP LUGANO SAILING TROUSERS Men

Art.-No.  1004601 XXS - XXXL
Fabric  ortshell: 100% polyamide, coating: 100% polyurethan, 

lining: polyester

Features  New classic maritime rainwear trousers 2-layer fabric 
with PU coating and taped seams with taffeta lining. 
The trousers offers waterproofness and breathability 
for all conditions. Elastic strap adjustable and elastic 
band and adjustable elastic band with cord stopper at 
waist for perfect fitting. One big pocket at left leg with 
reflected print at pocket flap. Adjustable straps at leg 
opening keeps water outside.

Colours  navy 

OWNER´S NAME / SAIL NUMBER
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ANADA Softshell Parka Women

Art.-No.  1004604 XS - XXL
Fabric  94% polyester, 5% elastane, lining 100% polyester

Features  Anada Softshell Parka is not only protecting you per-
fectly against wind, rain, snow and cold but also feels 
as comfortable as a fleece jacket. It combines the 
advantages of a fleece jacket with the reliable protec-
ting of a functional jacket. Due to the stretch feature 
and the slim cut it is very suitable for sportswomen 
who want to protect themselves without losing their 
freedom of movement. A 2-way zipper at center front 
is for better fitting and the water resistant pocket 
zippers are perfect against the rain. A adjustable hood 
is a must have against bad weather.

Colours  black 
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MP EMOTIONS Softshell Jacket Men

Art.-No.  1004603 S - XXXL
Fabric  94% polyester, 6% elastane, lining: 100% polyester

Features  Classic softshell jacket convinces with its minimalis-
tic design. Due to the branding opportunity it?s the 
perfect jacket for someone who is looking for classic 
design with high functionality like companies, teams or 
crews. In addition to the plain design and the sportive 
cut, the jacket convinces with maximum functionality. 
The warm softshell jacket is windproof, water-repellent 
with taped seams and lined with fleece. The hem can 
be individually adjusted. Beside that the jacket has 
three aquaguard zipper pockets. Also the hood could 
be easily take off and is adjustable.

Colours  black   lt.grey 

FAVIO Jacket Men

Art.-No.  1004609 XS - XXXL
Fabric  OUTSHELL 1: 100% polyester, OUTSHELL 2: 56% 

polyester, 30% viscose, 8% polyamide

Features  This brand new mid-layer hoody jacket is in a ultra 
soft and ligth softshell fabric with mechanical stretch. 
Water repellent, breathable and wind stop features 
makes this style perfect for active days. An adjustable 
hood and hem is for perfect fitting. reflective stripes at 
pocket and front zipper with a reflected print at left po-
cket, gives this style a modern sporty look. A special 
breathable elastic fabric under the sleeves is for a high 
breathability.

Colours  navy 

HIGHLAND Fleece Trousers

Art.-No.  5004561 XXS - XXXL
Fabric  100% polyester

Features  Cosy and soft fleece trousers for casual days on 
board. Elastic waistband with additional elastic tape 
inside for perfect fitting and wearing.

Colours  navy 
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COSMO Teddy Fleece Jacket Women

Art.-No.  5004594 XS - XXL
Fabric  OUTSHELL 1: 100% polyester, OUTSHELL 2: 100% 

polyester, LINING: 100% polyester

Features  Extra soft teddy fleece jacket is for cold casual days 
on board. It has inside jersey for better entry and 
against skin irritation. It has side zipper pockets beside 
left one with reflected print. The side part is in separa-
te fabric against pilling and looks modern and sporty. 
Stand up Collar, sleeve and hem is piped with elastic 
tape.

Colours  white   navy 

MIA Fleece Jacket Women

Art.-No.  5004610 XS - XXL
Fabric  100% polyester

Features  Light and soft cosy fleece jacket with knit optic. 
overlock seams and two zipper pockets at waist. One 
small zipper at sleeve. Stand up collar, sleeve and 
ham with elastic piping.

Colours  navy   lt.blue 

CAROLINA Inzip Fleece Jacket Women

Art.-No.  5004560 XS - XXL
Fabric  100% polyester

Features  Light, warm and thin Inzip Jacket with reversible front 
zipper, pocket zipper at side position, stand up collar, 
loops at sleeve hem and center back neck position for 
zip in. Stand-up collar. Round Marinepool Logo badge 
at sleeve

Colours  navy 
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COSMO Teddy Fleece Jacket Men

Art.-No.  5004593 S - XXXL
Fabric  OUTSHELL 1: 100% polyester, OUTSHELL 2: 100% 

polyester, LINING: 100% polyester

Features  Extra soft teddy fleece blouson is for cold casual days 
on board. This jacket is with inside jersey for better 
entry and against skin irritation. It has side pockets 
and a chest pocket in a separate fabric for a handy 
or pen with reflected print at pocket flap. Jersey cuffs 
at sleeve and hem like it is a must have for blouson. 
Sleeve  elbow protecting against pilling looks modern 
and sporty.

Colours  navy 

OCEAN RECYCLED Fleece jacket Men

Art.-No.  5004613 S - XXXL
Fabric  100% PES

Features  Sustainability is particularly important to us where we 
are so closely connected to water. The new Ocean 
recycled fleece is a new product that we develop for 
our ocean collection. It is 100% recycled polyester 
from plastic bottoms found in the see. It is subject to 
the same high standards as every item in our collec-
tion and is strictly tested and certified. The style is a 
2-layer bonded fleece that keeps you always warm 
and cosy. The ocean embroidery at right chest and 
the contrast blue zippers makes this style unique

Colours  navy 

ELIAS Fleece Jacket Men

Art.-No.  5004612 S - XXXL
Fabric  100% polyester

Features  Fashionable two layered fleece jacket for reliable 
warmth with kangaroo pockets, embroidery at left 
chest, contrast zipper pocket at front, stand-up collar, 
contrast coloured inside fleece. For cold and cosy 
days keeps you always warm.

Colours  navy/lt.blue 

MP REVERSIBLE Fleece Jacket Men

Art.-No.  5004611 S - XXXL
Fabric  Outshell 1: 100% polyester, Outshell 2: 100% poly-

ester

Features  The brand new very ligth reversible fleece style jacket 
is a windbreaker und protect you for a short shower. It 
is also possible to zip in all Marinepool in-zip jackets, 
like MP Plorer, Fortuna, Hobart and MP Performance 
jacket.  It has outside shoulder and sleeve protection 
in inside nylon fabric. Turns inside out this jacket is 
perfect for bad weather. reflected prints beside pocket 
and backside part, gives this jacket a sporty modern 
look.

Colours  navy 

MARiNEPOOL
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PREMIUM SHOPPER Bag

Art.-No.  1004625 one size - one size
Fabric  100% nylon, lining: 100% polyester

Features  Modern shopper bag for a holiday or buissnes 
trip. Small pocket outside and additional inside. 
57x31x17cm

Colours  black 

PREMIUM TRAVEL Bag

Art.-No.  1004623 
Fabric  100% nylon, lining: 100% polyester

Features  Modern travel office bag with lots of pockets for iPads, 
laptop, handy, pen and other stuff you need for a 
successful business traveling. 30x42x11cm

Colours  white/lt.blue 

PREMIUM LAPTOP Bag

Art.-No.  1004624 one size - one size
Fabric  100% nylon, lining: 100% polyester

Features  Modern laptop bag with side pockets additional for 
iPad, handy. 27x34x2,5cm

Colours  black 
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Fraunhoferstraße 6  ·  82152 Planegg  ·  Germany
tel. +49 89 8996190  ·  fax +49 89 8575060
superyacht@marinepool.com  ·  www.marinepool.com

SHOWROOM BREMEN
beiderbeck designs GmbH  
Zum Alten Speicher 9 
28759 Bremen · Germany

SHOWROOM SPAIN 
Club Nàutic S’Arenal
Calle Roses
07600 Llucmajor
Baleares / Mallorca
Spain

SPIRIT OF THE OCEAN GMBH

SHOWROOMS GREECE
Albatros Ltd
Marine Products
18, Akti Moutsopoulou Str
18535 Piraeus 
Greece

Flisvos Marina 
Albatros Ltd  
17561 Palaio Faliro  
Greece

SHOWROOM LORIENT
1 Rue Henri Honoré  
d‘Estiennes d‘Orves, Quai C
56100 Lorient · France

SHOWROOM MUNICH
Konrad-Zuse-Bogen 8
82152 Krailling
Germany

SHOWROOM ITALY 
Marine Store S.R.L. Chandlery 
Via M. Coppino 421 55049 
Viareggio · Italy

www.marinepool.com

EST. 1991

MARiNEPOOL

PREMIUM WHEELED Bag 140L

Art.-No.  1004622 one size - one size
Fabric  100% polyamide, lining 100% polyester

Features  Features: 1000D nylon shell fabric. Edge reinforce-
ments. Four inside compartments. Outside pockets. 
Lockable zipper cars. Retractable handle. 80x42x42 
cm, 140l. New logo design at front and side position.  
DIMENSION: 80x42x42 cm  140l

Colours  black 
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Konrad-Zuse-Bogen 8 

82152 Krailling 
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1 Rue Henri Honoré 
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Beiderbeck Designs GmbH 

Zum Alten Speicher 9 

28759 Bremen 

Germany
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Marinepool  SHOWROOMS
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Club Nàutic S’Arenal  

Calle Roses 

07600 Llucmajor 

Baleares / Mallorca 

Spain
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Marine Store S.R.L.

Chandlery

Via M. Coppino 421

55049 Viareggio

Italy

Flisvos Marina 

Albatros Ltd  

17561 Palaio Faliro  

Greece

Albatros Ltd 

Marine Products 

18, Akti Moutsopoulou Str 

18535 Piraeus  

Greece
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SHOWROOMS Marinepool  
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The Marinepool collection is designed 
with all the experience and expertise gai-
ned for more than 30 years. Our Formal 
Wear collection presents an elegant and 
contemporary look – made for modern 
women and men. We have come a long 
way from being a small importer of deck 
shoes to one of the leading sailing  clothing, 
life jacket brands and maritime lifestyle 
labels in the  industry. We are proud of 
what we have achieved and of our rich 
history. Our team lives our spirit and is  
the soul of Marinepool. Their extraordi
nary commitment, loyalty and drive  
makes Marinepool unique.

www.marinepool.com 
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